Help children recognize everyday words and learn beginning letters with this handy card set, which includes at least five cards for every letter from A–Z. Cards are divided alphabetically by tabs for easy use and organization. The front side of each card features a real-life photo with the word and beginning letter printed in uppercase and lowercase. The back side features the image only. Use a dry-erase marker to write the word below the image. This will surely help students learn to spell common words and is a great instructional aid for English language learners.
The perfect addition to any classroom, these cards can be used in a variety of ways:

- Test your students with a quick flashcard activity
- Make an engaging word wall
- Incorporate the cards into your letter-of-the-day lessons
- Use the cards in a pocket chart for endless activities

Note: Test your dry- or wet-erase marker on the corner of a card to ensure that it won’t leave a permanent mark. Do not saturate the cards with water when erasing wet-erase marks. Too much water will warp the cards.

**Alphabet Set**

**Aa** — acorn, alligator, apple, ant, ape, axe

**Bb** — ball, banana, bear, bee, bike, book, bus, button

**Cc** — cake, cat, celery, circle, cookie, corn, cow

**Dd** — dice, doctor, dog, doll, doughnut, duck

**Ee** — eagle, egg, elephant, eleven, envelope
Ff—fan, fence, firefighter, fish, fork
Gg—gift, giraffe, girl, goat, gold, goose, guitar
Hh—hat, heart, hen, hippo, horse, house
Ii—ice, ice cream, igloo, ink, iron
Jj—jacket, jam, jar, jet, juice
Kk—kangaroo, key, king, kite, koala
Ll—lamb, lamp, leaf, lemon, lion, log
Mm—magnet, milk, mittens, mouse, mushroom
Nn—nest, net, newspaper, nurse, nuts
Oo—octopus, orange, ostrich, otter, oval, owl
Pp—pea, peanut, pear, pen, pencil, pie, pig, popcorn, pumpkin
Qq—quail, queen, question mark, quiet, quilt
Rr—rabbit, raisins, rake, ring, robot, rock, rose
Ss—sandwich, saw, seal, sock, soup, sunflower
Tt—table, tiger, tooth, turkey, turtle
Uu—umbrella, unicorn, unicycle, uniform, utensils
Vv—vacuum, van, vase, vegetables, violin
Ww—waffles, wagon, watch, water, watermelon, window
Xx—box, fox, taxi, x-ray, xylophone
Yy—yak, yarn, yawn, yogurt, yo-yo
Zz—zebra, zero, zigzag, zipper, zucchini
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